The Collection
Making Connections That Align With
your path and purpose
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Description
Being in community with others is something many of us long for. As social
creatures, It is part of our nature to seek out companionship to share our joys and
frustrations, and to feel that we are being supported along our journey. Many of us
long for this type of connection and for a TRIBE of people who understand us- who
make us feel heard, seen and valued.
Sometimes we realize that the relationships that we once invested in, are no longer
able to provide us with what we need, even if those relationships were meaningful,
brought us joy or taught us something about ourselves. There often a pivotal
moment when we begin to feel that old patterns and relationships, that once
provided for us so well, are no longer in alignment with our new joys or our new
path.
As you move through the course, you can use this book as a place to journal, draw or document
your process.
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The CRITiC

The Critic is our internal voice that tells us we are
not capable, not worthy or not good enough. The
critic often emerges while we are creating our
Painting.
Use the space below to write down any negative
self-talk that the Critic invites. Cut along the line,
write your messages on the tabs and tear them off.
In your own way, release these words/messages.
One suggestion for releasing is to create a box to
put all the messages in, and at the end of the
course, have a releasing ceremony where you burn
the Critic’s words, ideas and messages.

Has your Critic begun speaking to you? What is she/he/it saying? Write down
any messages you get.
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Week 1: Invitation
Today you are going to spend some time writing a letter to your Tribe.
Grab yourself something yummy to drink, put on some music or set the mood in the way that feels
authentic to you. Get a piece of paper or a piece of nice stationary and spend some time
communicating with your Tribe.
What do you need from a Tribe?

Which qualities in a relationship do you need most at this time in your life?

Based on your answer above, in which ways are you currently preventing yourself from finding a
relationship, partnership or friendship that posses the above qualities?
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Week 1: Inquiry
Spend some time remembering the moment your Red Thread Connection happened.
Think about the relationships you have acquired over the years.
Is there something special about the way these friendships or relationships came to be?
Do you have a story to share about how you were destined to meet?
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Week 2: Visioning and Numbers
Gather up your journal and pen, wrap yourself up in a soft blanket and get cozy with a cup of tea,
as you experience this active visioning to meet your Tribe. Remember to write down any
messages, insights or images either as you go along, or afterward. This part is potent medicine for
opening your heart and mind and allowing room for receiving!

Which Numbers appeared to you in your visioning?

Tune into these numbers.What do you think they represent?
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Week 2: Visioning Cont’d
Now that you have done your visioning and searched for the numbers in your book, which words
did you discover?

What do these words mean to you?
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Week 2: Inquiry
Sometimes when you reach a place where you are ready to invite more into your life, you need to
make room, in order for the new to fit and belong.I do this when I go shopping for my children, I go
through the cupboards, clear out the old clothes that no longer fit, find a way to donate them to
charity or pass them down to a friend, and physically make room for new clothes to make
themselves at home.
Look at different aspects of your life. Look at your house, your room, your closet, your computer,
your relationships, etc. Where do you need to do some tidying up, in order to allow room for
something better or different to come into your life?
Make a list of all the places and areas in your life where more room can be made.

How can you start that today? What steps will you make to bring this into form?
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Week 3: Visioning
Gather up your journal and pen, wrap yourself up in a soft blanket and get cozy with a cup of tea,
as you experience this active visioning to meet your Tribe. Remember to write down any
messages, insights or images either as you go along, or afterward.

This part is potent medicine for opening your heart and mind and allowing room for receiving!

Sketch the lines that represent the directions where you saw your Tribe coming in from.

Which element appeared? Why do you think this is important to you and your story?

What where the Tribe members holding? What were their symbols? Were there any special
messages they gave you?
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Week 3: Glazing is risky so rub it on with courage!
Listen to what comes up and how it feels to put the painting back, and perhaps even ‘lose’
something you liked.
How does this step make you feel?

Think of a moment in your life where you had to let go of something and have faith in the
outcome. How did that make you feel?
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Face Demo
Use the space below, and the back of this sheet to practice creating faces.
The Basic Face that is used in Intentional Creativity® and in many faces throughout history,
including Ancient Egypt, Rome and Tibet is composed of a series of u shapes.
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Week 3: Inquiry
Glazing our composition meant possibly losing something that we liked or wanted.
There could have been a lot of resistance in doing this, or on the contrary, it could have been very
freeing, knowing you have a chance to start over! Which was it for you?
Spend some time thinking about how you feel when situations of change come up in your life?
When you change coworkers, partners, friends etc, do you resist that change or do you embrace
it, thinking of it like a blank slate for new possibilities?
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Week 4: Deepening
This week I invite you to step away from your canvas to review where your Tribe stands.
What sort of relationship do your Tribe members want to cultivate in your life?
Are they showing up for you on a daily basis and being super visible, or are they acting as a
pillar of strength in the background, revealing themselves only when situations are crucial?
Which past or current relationships have stepped back into the shadows?
Why do you think this has happened?
What lesson(s) do these relationships teach you?
Spend a few moments journaling your answers to these questions:
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Week 4 Adorning

Reﬂect on the overall design.
There is a mindfulness here of honoring what has taken place and letting that inform the
next moves to make.
Ask: “What is now needed to bring my Tribe into completion?”

Does my Tribe want more symbols, lines, highlights, darks and patterns? If so what are they
and what do they represent. Draw them below or on the back.
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Week 4 Receiving
Claiming your Tribe
You have spent 4 weeks cultivating this blessed relationship, so now let’s claim our Tribe as
our own. Sit back with a cup of Tea, looking into the heart of your Tribe and listen. What
messages do they want to tell you? What sweet words of encouragement, advice or comfort
do they have for you? Write down your messages here.

Thank your Tribe for showing up and ask them if they could name themselves. Write their
name on the back of the canvas.
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